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Abstract. The investment decision analysis of international megaprojects is a major area of interest. The choice of interna-
tional megaprojects usually depends on the multi-discipline knowledge from experts. Besides, experts may not be able to 
provide accurate or crisp evaluations such as deterministic numbers on each criterion because of the complexity of the de-
cision problem. In this case, natural evaluation language, either single linguistic variable or multiple linguistic variables, is a 
good expression tool for experts to sharing their opinions freely and flexibly. To this end, this paper introduces a cognitive 
linguistic cloud model for the investment decision analysis of international megaprojects as a decision support system and 
provides a survey of the cloud model. Afterwards, the technique to tackle multi-granularity of cognitive linguistic informa-
tion is proposed to capture personalized semantics. In addition, operators of the cognitive linguistic model are proposed to 
aggregate natural language. The proposed approach has the advantages of more accurate utilization of experts’ knowledge, 
reducing uncertainties, and more effective operations of cognitive clouds for decision analysis in comparing with the state 
of the art. Finally, a case study about the investment of international megaprojects is given to show the flexibility and un-
derstandability of the cognitive linguistic model.
Keywords: megaproject investment, decision analysis, cognitive linguistic cloud model, multi-granular information, per-
sonalized semantics.
Introduction
Megaprojects with no blueprint or shortcut for building 
are required to design and establish from the ground up. 
The construction of international megaprojects may face 
incredible amounts of risk, massive cost overruns and 
shortfall benefit (Priemus et  al., 2008; Flyvbjerg, 2017). 
Before the start of an international megaproject, the in-
vestment decision analysis demands expertise from mul-
tiple dimensions (Lehtinen et al., 2019), and therefore re-
quires the multiple criteria analysis (Giezen et al., 2015). 
However, the complexity of international megaprojects 
leads to the great difficulty in providing precise informa-
tion in each dimension (Keith & Ahner, 2020) required 
by the conventional multiple criteria analysis. In this case, 
the natural language sometimes is the only available and 
feasible expression and often a good alternative to capture 
evaluations in the decision-making process (Liao et  al., 
2018).
Natural language, such as “very good”, “between fair 
and good”, “40% fair and 60% good”, can be modeled by 
hesitant fuzzy linguistic terms or probabilistic linguis-
tic terms (Yu et al., 2016). To align the natural language 
with human cognitions, the cloud model was proposed 
as a useful tool in modelling possible membership func-
tions of linguistic terms (Li et  al., 1998, 2009). A cloud 
( ), ,C Ex En He=  can be expressed and determined by 
three parameters: the expectation Ex, entropy En and hy-
per entropy He. The values of these parameters associated 
with basic clouds vary with the different granularities of 
linguistic term sets. A visualization of the linguistic term 
such as “very good” in the form of a cloud can be seen in 
Section 1. The predefined values, the golden ratio method 
and linguistic scale functions are the existent ways to de-
termine the expectation parameter values of basic clouds. 
But, the existing research often does not effectively use lin-
guistic terms provided by experts, and result in overlapped 
basic clouds in terms of the uncertainty measure, entropy 
and hyper entropy. The overlaps of basic clouds increase 
the uncertainties and lead to the difficulty in differentiat-
ing linguistic terms. Therefore filling in this research gap 
is the first motivation of this study.
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On the other hand, in some situations with high com-
plexity, the uncertain linguistic evaluation is the only 
available information. Wang et al. (2015a, 2015b) present-
ed the trapezium cloud model to model the interval inte-
grated cloud, and the interval intuitionistic cloud model 
from the membership and non-membership aspects, re-
spectively. Peng et al. (2017) determined the entropy and 
hyper entropy by the square root of the endpoint values’ 
squared sum, which may enlarge the uncertainty in the 
evaluation clouds. Wu et al. (2017) used the golden ratio 
to determine the three parameters of the 2-tuple linguistic 
cloud model. Zhou et al. (2019) put forward the hesitant 
fuzzy linguistic cloud model based on the definition of the 
synthetic cloud, which is more suitable than combining 
two contiguous clouds only. That is to say, it may be not 
appropriate for the hesitant fuzzy linguistic term which 
contains more than two linguistic terms. Moreover, Peng 
et al. (2018) came up with the probabilistic linguistic cloud 
model based on the assumption that no ignorance exists 
in the available probabilistic linguistic evaluations, which 
is a strict restriction for use. Therefore, filling in this re-
search gap is the second motivation of this study.
For the natural evaluation language from multiple di-
mensions, the computation of these evaluations in forms 
of cognitive models requires fusing information. Most 
research used the formula ( ), ,C Ex En Heλ× = λ λ λ  to 
aggregate a cloud ( ), ,C Ex En He=  and a real number λ . 
Such an operation contradicts the operations of clouds as 
stated in Li and Du (2007) (please see Section 2.2 for de-
tails) since such an operation of λ × C may unnecessarily 
enlarge the uncertainty by increasing the values of entropy 
and hyper entropy. Therefore, filling in this research gap is 
the third motivation of this study.
To bridge the above-mentioned research gaps, this 
study will propose a new approach with the following 
contributions:
1. A new way to generate basic clouds. This study 
proposes the personalized linguistic scale function 
to obtain the expectations of basic clouds. As for 
the uncertain measure in forms of entropy and hy-
per entropy, they are only influenced by the adja-
cent basic clouds instead of the whole basic cloud. 
In this way, the linguistic terms provided by ex-
perts are more accurately and more effectively used 
as the irrelevant (far away) clouds are ignored and 
as a result, uncertainties are reduced.
2. Novel expressions of natural evaluation lan-
guage. This study focuses on the uncertain evalu-
ation language modeled by either hesitant fuzzy 
linguistic term sets or probabilistic linguistic term 
sets, and presents cloud models for these two kinds 
of information. The hesitant fuzzy linguistic cloud 
model is a special case of the probabilistic linguis-
tic cloud model. The incompleteness of probability 
of linguistic terms is allowed in the probabilistic 
linguistic cloud model. In this case, the restriction 
on the experts for providing the complete infor-
mation with the complete information or without 
ignorance is relaxed, which decreases the burden 
of experts in the decision-making process.
3. Effective operations of cognitive clouds. This 
study introduces an effective operation of a cloud 
and a number based on the degenerated operations 
of two clouds. Then, arithmetic and geometric 
weighted operators of clouds are further presented 
for aggregating multiple dimensions. The effective 
operation controls the uncertainty into a limited 
range, which significantly reduces the overlaps 
among clouds. This also help the experts to dif-
ferentiate their evaluations.
4. Application angle. The applicability of the pro-
posed cognitive cloud model is demonstrated by 
a case study about the investment decision analy-
sis of international mega projects. The advantages 
of the model are highlighted by the comparative 
analyses with existing cloud models for natural 
evaluation language.
To implement these contributions, the rest of this pa-
per is organized as follows: Section 1 reviews the literature 
regarding the cloud model. Section 2 proposes a cognitive 
linguistic cloud model to utilize natural language in evalu-
ations. Section 3 solves a case study about the investment 
decision analysis of international megaprojects. Last sec-
tion ends the paper with concluding remarks.
1. Literature review
This section mainly reviews literature from two aspects: 
the megaproject investment and cloud models to express 
cognitive linguistic information.
1.1. Literature review on the megaproject 
investment
Investment in projects is directly related to a new pro-
ject or renovation project. In recent years, scholars have 
adopted fruitful methods to investigate project invest-
ment. Boateng et al. (2015) combined analytical network 
process with the risk priority index to analyze social, tech-
nical, economic, environmental and political risks in the 
construction phase. Hu et al. (2016) used fuzzy synthetic 
evaluation analysis to examine an evaluation framework 
with twenty-four program organizational factors and key 
performance index. Turskis et  al. (2017) considered the 
economic, social and historical-cultural criteria in reno-
vation projects by analytic hierarchy process and evalu-
ation based on distance from average solution method. 
Osei-Kyei et al. (2017) selected seven critical criteria from 
fifteen criteria summarized from the literature, such as 
the profitability, and satisfaction degree towards the pub-
lic. Zhang et al. (2020) adopted the fuzzy system dynamic 
model to develop some insights of mechanisms of innova-
tion diffusion in megaprojects.
In the above-mentioned research, project investments 
were considered by from different ways. Most research 
only allows the certain information in the decision analy-
sis process, while some studies (Rostamzadeh et al., 2014; 
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Hu et  al., 2016; Zhang et  al., 2020) accept fuzzy sets as 
input. In some situations, natural language given by ex-
perts are more flexible than the crisp information or fuzzy 
information due to the multiple dimensions in project in-
vestments. Therefore, this study pays attention to the cog-
nitive linguistic information in megaproject investments.
1.2. Literature review on cloud models to express 
cognitive linguistic information
This section gives a bird’s eye view of the existing tech-
niques for cognitive linguistic information from the ex-
pression perspective. Based on the review, three research 
gaps of modeling cognitive linguistic information in the 
existing literature are presented.
The techniques of modeling qualitative information 
can be divided into three categories: 1) symbol-based lin-
guistic terms, 2) membership function-based semantics 
of linguistic terms, and 3) membership and randomness-
included cloud model. Figure 1 shows an example of the 
“very good” cloud (Yu et  al., 2018, 2019). The three pa-
rameters of this cloud model are calculated by the method 
to be introduced in Section 2. The brown “*”, called as a 
cloud drop, denotes the possible membership degrees of a 
specific value belonging to the linguistic term “very good”. 
For a given number, there are several potential member-
ship values to the linguistic term “very good”, which natu-
rally expresses the randomness in human cognition. The 
cloud of the linguistic term “very good” contains the fuzzi-
ness and randomness features of the membership function 
(Li et al., 1998, 2009).
To capture linguistic evaluations in a decision-making 
process, we find that building the basic clouds plays an 
important role. Different basic clouds can tackle the mul-
tiple granularities as well. After obtaining basic clouds, the 
natural language evaluations can be represented by the ba-
sic models and then operated in the calculation process.
Generating basic clouds contains three steps to deter-
mine the three parameters of a cloud, i.e., the expectation 
Ex, entropy En and hyper entropy He. We assume that U 
is the universe of discourse and T is a qualitative concept 
in the universe of discourse U . In the case that x X∈  
is a random instantiation of the qualitative concept T, 
which satisfies ( )2, 'x N Ex En  and ( )2' ,En N En He , 







= . The Gaussian distribution of x is called as 
a cloud ( ), ,C Ex En He . The instantiation and associated 
membership degree consist a cloud drop, shown as the 
brown star in Figure 1. If we know these three parameters, 
a cloud can be produced by a forward normal cloud gen-
erator (Li et al., 2009).
Owning to the advantages of cloud models in trans-
forming qualitative data into quantitative data, it has at-
tracted lots of attention of scholars. The research related 
to cloud models are summarized in Table 1.
We find that there are three research gaps in the lit-
erature related cloud models. The first one is the methods 
to generate basic clouds. Most studies in Table 1 prede-
termined or used the golden ratio ( )1+ 5 2  to gener-
ate the values of expectation, entropy and hyper entropy, 
which did not consider the semantics of linguistic terms. 
Only nine papers (Wang et al., 2014, 2015b, 2018; Peng & 
Wang, 2017, 2018; M. X. Wang & J. Q. Wang, 2018; Peng 
et al., 2018, 2019; Liang & Wang, 2019) in Table 1 deter-
mined the expectation value Ex based on the semantics of 
linguistic terms. But, when choosing the values of the en-
tropy En and hyper entropy He, these six papers regarded 
that the uncertainty of each basic linguistic term is related 
to all linguistic terms in the universe of discourse U. This 
leads to many unnecessary overlaps in the membership 















Figure 1. The visual cloud of the linguistic term “very good”
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Table 1. Literature about cloud models
No. Reference Expectation Main idea Qualitative information Application area
1 Li et al. (1998) Predetermined Knowledge representation and 
discovery based on linguistic 
atoms
Single linguistic term Predicting data mining
2 Li et al. (2009) Predetermined Presentation of the cognitive 
model: the cloud model
Single linguistic term Shooting; Fractal 
evolution of plants
3 Qin et al. (2011) Asymmetrical 
expectations
Histogram analysis utilizing 
the cloud
Image Image segmentation
4 Wang et al. (2014) Deviation increased 
linguistic scale function
Cloud model-based operators Single linguistic term Company investment
5 Li et al. (2014) Golden ratio Method to generate basic 
clouds
Single linguistic term Risk assessment of 
enterprise resource 
planning
6 Wang et al. (2015a) Golden ratio Interval integrated cloud Interval linguistic variable Mineral investment







8 Zhang et al. (2016) Predetermined Neutrosophic normal cloud Neutrosophic set Backpack selection
9 Wang et al. (2016) Predetermined Application Single linguistic term Water quality assessment




Application Single linguistic term Supplier selection








Sustainable energy crop 
selection
12 Gao and Yi (2017) Golden ratio Cloud generalized power 
ordered weighted operator
Single linguistic term Company investment
13 Peng et al. (2017) Golden ratio Interval integrated cloud Uncertain linguistic 
variables
Supplier selection
14 Wu et al. (2017) Golden ratio 2-tuple linguistic cloud 2-tuple linguistic 
information
Low-speed wind farm site 
selection
15 P. D. Liu and X. Liu 
(2017)
Golden ratio Cloud distance aggregation 
operators
Single linguistic term Company investment
16 Joshi and Kumar 
(2018)
Midpoints of intervals Weighted distance measures 
for trapezium clouds
Interval-valued intuitionistic 
hesitant fuzzy linguistic 
information
Stock selection








18 Wang et al. (2018) Deviation increased 
linguistic scale function
Similarity measure between 
clouds based on alpha cuts
Single linguistic term Logistics park selection











Z cloud Z number Air pollution potential 
evaluation




Linguistic intuitionistic cloud Linguistic intuitionistic 
information
Product selection in 
e-commerce
22 Peng et al. (2019) Personalized linguistic 
scale function
Z-trapezium-normal clouds Z number New energy evaluation
23 Zhou et al. (2019) Predetermined Combination with evidence 
theory




24 Liang and Wang 
(2019)




Skin care product 
selection
25 Liu et al. (2020) Golden ratio Combination with 
PROMETHEE II
2 dimensional uncertain 
linguistic terms
Choose renewable energy 
source
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functions of these linguistic terms. This is because, when 
experts give their evaluations in linguistic terms, they usu-
ally use the adjacent linguistic terms as the references and 
the more far away terms are in fact irrelevant. For this 
reason, involving all linguistic terms is an inaccurate ex-
pression of experts’ evaluation and unnecessarily increases 
the uncertainties. To eliminate overlaps, motivated by the 
asymmetrical cloud model (Qin et al., 2011), Peng et al. 
(2018) adjusted the formula to determine the entropy En 
by only taking into account the differences of adjacent lin-
guistic terms’ expectation values. However, the value of 
hyper entropy He is influenced by the set of basic linguis-
tic terms as well, which may increase the uncertainty and 
reduce the accuracy but this is not considered by Peng 
et al. (2018). In short, the gap in the literature about gen-
erating basic clouds, the experts’ evaluations in each basic 
linguistic term are not accurately expressed because over-
laps of clouds still exist.
The second challenge is the representation techniques 
for uncertain linguistic terms (not single linguistic term), 
such as hesitant fuzzy linguistic terms and probabilistic 
linguistic terms. It is worth noticing that the hesitant fuzzy 
linguistic terms can be regarded as the probabilistic lin-
guistic terms with the same probability for all linguistic 
terms. As we know, each certain linguistic term can be 
represented by a cloud. Further, it is possible that the com-
plex linguistic evaluations with uncertain linguistic terms 
could be modeled by certain linguistic terms with coeffi-
cients. In other words, the uncertain linguistic terms can 
be denoted by the operation results of basic clouds. How-
ever, such a possibility has not been investigated in the 
literature. Due to the uncertainty, the ignorance in uncer-
tain linguistic terms, despite its possibility and existence 
naturally, has not been allowed in the existing literature.
The third challenge is the computation techniques 
of the multiplication between a crisp value λ and a cloud 
( ), ,C Ex En He . The cloud model is a generalization of crisp 
numbers and fuzzy numbers. If the hyper entropy He is equal 
to zero, the cloud reduces to a fuzzy number with a Gaussian 
membership function. If the entropy En and the hyper en-
tropy He are zero at the same time, the cloud model reduces 
to a crisp number Ex. Most studies (Wang et al., 2014, 2015a, 
2015b, 2018) used the equation ( ), ,C Ex En Heλ× = λ λ λ , 
which is not accordance with the multiplication operation of 
two clouds as proposed in Li and Du (2007), and enlarges 
the uncertainty. We will discuss the details of this issue in 
Section 2.3. To bridge these research gaps, Section 2 presents 
a procedure of capturing natural evaluation language by cog-
nitive linguistic cloud models.
2. Cognitive linguistic cloud models: capturing 
natural language
In this section, cognitive cloud models are established in 
three stages: generating personalized basic cloud models 
of multi-granularity linguistic term sets, visualization of 
natural evaluation language in forms of cognitive cloud 
models, and calculation by cognitive linguistic cloud mod-
el-based operators. The procedure of the cloud model-
based decision-making process is summarized in Figure 2.
2.1. Generate basic clouds
The basic cloud has a pivotal role in modeling personal-
ized semantics. The number of basic clouds is related to the 
number of linguistic terms in the linguistic term set. The 
common linguistic term set { }0,1, , , ,2S s aα= = τ τ 
can own multi-granularity, i.e., five, seven, or nine linguis-
tic terms (Yu et al., 2020). The more linguistic terms in a 
linguistic term set, the finer the granularity of the linguis-
tic term set is. This can be shown in Figure 3.
In Figure 3, the linguistic terms are assumed to obey 
the uniform distribution in the universe of discourse. In 
these cases, the uniform semantics ( )UNf sα  of the linguis-
tic term sα  can be obtained by ( ) 2UNf sα = α τ . Besides 
the uniform distribution, the deviations of two adjacent 
linguistic terms may be increased or decreased according 
to the psychological behaviors of experts, which can be 
mathematically represented as follows (Wu & Liao, 2019):
{ [0, ]} { ( ,2 ]}
2( ) 1 1
2 2 2 2IN
t t t tf s
t t
τ τ−α τ α−τ
α α∈ τ α∈ τ ττ τ
− + −
= × + ×
− −
;
{ [0, ]} { ( ,2 ]}
( ) ( )( ) 1 1
2 2DE
f s
γ γ ψ ψ
α α∈ τ α∈ τ τγ ψ
τ − τ −α τ + α − τ
= × + ×
τ τ
,
where: { [0, ]} { ( ,2 ]}1 1 1α∈ τ α∈ τ τ+ =  and { [0, ]} { ( ,2 ]}1 1 0α∈ τ α∈ τ τ× =  
are devised to unify the piecewise functions. Further
2 1t Uτ+= , 0.88γ =  and 0.88ψ =  are the recommended 
values in the linguistic scale functions (Peng et al., 2018).
In this paper, without loss of generality, we set the 
granularity of the linguistic term set as nine to com-
pare our work with the recent study (Peng et al., 2018). 
After determining the number of basic clouds, we also 




Generate basic clouds Sect. 3.1
Sect. 3.2
Express qualitative data by 
cloud model







Figure 2. The procedure of the cloud model-based  
decision-making process
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As for all asymmetrical clouds in Peng et al. (2018), the 
right cloud of aC  is symmetrical to the left cloud of 1aC +  
for 0,1, , , ,2 1a = τ τ −  , which is inconsistent with hu-
man cognitions. In our approach to generate basic clouds, 
we only set the endpoint clouds as asymmetric clouds 
( ), , , ,C He En Ex En He , where the values of He  and En  are 
the hyper entropy and entropy of the left cloud, respectively, 
and En  and He  are the hyper entropy and entropy of the 
right cloud, respectively. That is to say, ( )0 0,0, , ,C Ex En He  
is the half downcloud and ( )2 , , ,0,0C He En Exτ  is the half 
upcloud. The other basic clouds are regarded as symmetri-
cal clouds with only three parameters Ex, En and He since 
the symmetricity exists naturally.
The deviation-increased linguistic scale function INf  
is taken into consideration to capture personalized seman-
tics. The parameter of nine basic clouds is calculated by 
2 1 9 10 1.2765t Uτ+= = ≈ . Based on the parameter t , we 
can obtain two asymmetric clouds and nine symmetric 
clouds, which are shown in Figure 4.
The mathematical forms of the nine basic clouds 
in Figure 4 are C0(0, 0, 0.0000, 0.5791, 0.0000), 
C1(1.7374, 0.4537, 0.0418), C2(3.0985, 0.3554, 0.0328), 












































































Figure 3. Multi-granularity of linguistic term sets
consideration by linguistic scale functions. Then, the ex-
pectation values of basic clouds are calculated by
( )min max min( )a aEx U f s U U= + × − , (1)
where: ( )f ⋅  refers to a linguistic scale function.
The entropy of the basic clouds can be computed by 
the minimal difference between two adjacent linguistic 
terms and the three-sigma principle of Gaussian distribu-
tion, shown in Eq. (2):




a a a a
a
a





− + − −  ≠ τ   = 
 = τ
, (2)
where: aEn  is a piecewise function and highly related to 
the expectation value Ex of the adjacent linguistic terms.
As the hyper entropy is the standard devia-
tion of the variable 'En  in the Gaussian distribution 
( )2' ,En N En He , the hyper entropy aHe  of the basic 
cloud aC  can be computed by Eq. (3):








− + − − ≠ τ= 
 = τ
; (3)
where: k is a constant and can be given by the expert.







































Figure 4. Demonstration of nine basic clouds
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C5(5.8353, 0.2784, 0.0257), C6(6.9015, 0.3554, 0.0328), 
C7(8.2626, 0.4537, 0.0418), C8(10.0000, 0.5791, 0.0000, 0 0). 
Compared with the nine basic clouds in Peng et al. (2018), 
this paper uses the right ratio rather than the predeter-
mined value 7 10 1.37≈  given that there are nine basic 
linguistic terms in the linguistic term set. Besides, the 
values of entropy En  and hyper entropy He  are smaller 
than or equal to those in Peng et al. (2018), which shows 
the less uncertainty in the nine clouds generated in this 
paper. Previous research (Wang et  al., 2014; Peng et  al., 
2018) took all clouds with respect to the linguistic term 
as  when determining the uncertainty measures, entropy 
and hyper entropy. The reasons why our method to gen-
erate the basic clouds with the less uncertainty or the less 
overlaps are the effective ways to determine the entropy 
and the hyper entropy, Eqs. (2) and (3). Eqs. (2) and (3) 
determine the basic cloud aC  of the linguistic term as  
by focusing on the adjacent two linguistic terms, 1as −  and 
1as + , and ignoring the irrelevant (far away) clouds related 
to the linguistic term as .
2.2. Cloud expressions of natural evaluation 
language
Under the assumption that the basic clouds are obtained, 
this section reviews the existing algebraic operations of 
clouds to give the cloud expressions of natural evaluation 
language. The operations of clouds proposed by Li and Du 
(2007) are as follows:
( )2 2 2 21 2 1 2 1 2 1 2, ,C C Ex Ex En En He He+ = + + + ;
( )2 2 2 21 2 1 2 1 2 1 2, ,C C Ex Ex En En He He− = − + + ;
( )2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2, ,C C Ex Ex En Ex En Ex Ex He Ex He× = × + + ;
( )1 1, ,C Ex Ex En Ex Heλ λ λ− λ−= λ λ ,
where: ( )1 1 1 1, ,C Ex En He  and ( )2 2 2 2, ,C Ex En He  are two 
clouds and λ is a crisp number.
In the above operations, the operations of clouds 
would reduce to the operation of a cloud and a crisp 
value when one cloud’s entropy and hyper entropy are 
zero at the same time. For example, the multiplica-
tion of a crisp number λ and a cloud ( ), ,C Ex En He  is 
( ), ,C Ex En Heλ× = λ λ λ . In Peng et al. (2018), the opera-
tion is modified into ( ), ,C Ex En Heλ× = λ λ λ , which 
is inconsistent with or contradictory to the algebraic op-
erations of clouds. For this reason, new and better opera-
tions will need to be developed.
After expressing natural evaluation language by cloud 
models, we need to calculate the linguistic information 
based on the operations of clouds. The section mainly fo-
cuses on the uncertain linguistic information in the forms 
of hesitant fuzzy linguistic term sets and probabilistic lin-
guistic term sets. In our view, a hesitant fuzzy linguistic 
term set Sh  is a special probabilistic linguistic term set 
with the uniform probability distribution to each linguistic 
term, that is, 1 , 1,2, ,#
#S L L LL
h s s S L s
s
   = ∈ =  
   
 , where 
# Ls  represents the cardinality of the linguistic terms.
A hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set can be described by 
the following cloud model based on the operations of clouds:
2 2
# # # #2 2
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1, ,
# # # #
L L L Ls s s s
S L L L LL L L L
L L L L
h s En Ex He
s s s s= = = =
 
    = × = × × ×    
     
 
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ;
(4)
where: Ls  is modeled by the cloud ( ), ,L L L LC En Ex He .
If a hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set 1Sh  “between 
slightly good and good” is given on a nine-valued linguis-
tic term set, then the natural evaluation language can 
be translated into “between 6s  and 7s ”, which means 
# 2Ls =  and ( ) ( ){ }1 6 70.5 , 0.5Sh s s= . Based on the afore-





C = , visually shown as the blue 
points in Figure 5. The green plus symbols are possible 
cloud drops calculated by the operation in Peng et  al. 
(2018).


















between slightly good and good-1
between slightly good and good-2
Figure 5. The cloud of “between slightly good and good”
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are shown as the red x symbol and the magenta diamond 
symbol, respectively in Figure 6. Besides the complete 
probability in the probabilistic linguistic term sets, the 
ignorance denoted by incomplete probability sum should 
not be forbidden. For example, if the probabilistic linguis-
tic term “60% slightly good and 20% good” is provided, we 
can assign the ignorance probability to endpoints, the full 
linguistic term set, or the envelop containing the lower 
and upper linguistic terms (Fang et al., 2020). The red and 
magenta clouds are lower and upper bounds of the in-
complete probabilistic linguistic term. The clouds of these 
latter two common parts can be calculated by the addition 
and multiplication operations of clouds. An example of 
the cloud of the incomplete probabilistic linguistic term 
set is illustrated in Figure 7.
It is not very hard to find that the green cloud involves 
more uncertainty than the blue one, with larger value 
ranges of possible entropy and hyper entropy. That is to 
say, the operations of clouds and the expression technique 
developed in this paper capture the natural evaluation lan-
guage more accurately than Peng et al. (2018)’s model.
As for probabilistic linguistic term sets, Peng et  al. 
(2018) assumed that the probability sum of these elements 
equals to one. In other words, their model does not al-
low the existence of ignorance regarding the probability 
of linguistic terms. Actually, there are two categories of 
linguistic evaluations with the forms of complete prob-
ability and incomplete probability. For example, the com-
plete probabilistic linguistic term set “80% slightly good 
and 20% good”, and “60% slightly good and 40% good” 


















slightly good(0.8) and good(0.2)
slightly good(0.6) and good(0.4)
slightly good(0.5) and good(0.5)


















slightly good(0.6) and good(0.2) + full set(0.2)
slightly good(0.6) and good(0.2) + envelope(0.2)
slightly good(0.5) and good(0.5)
Figure 6. An example of the cloud of complete probabilistic linguistic term set
Figure 7. An example of the cloud of the incomplete probabilistic linguistic term set
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Based on the above analyses, natural evaluation lan-
guage can be represented by cloud models regardless of 
the length of linguistic evaluations. If only one certain 
linguistic term is given in a defined linguistic term set, 
the basic cloud is a good alternative to express the natural 
evaluation language. If uncertain linguistic terms are pro-
vided, we can classify the evaluations into hesitant fuzzy 
linguistic term sets, probabilistic linguistic term sets with 
or without complete probability. Generally speaking, the 
cognitive cloud model expresses the natural evaluation lan-
guage of an expert in two steps: generating basic clouds 
with the granularity, and expressing the natural evalua-
tion language based on the generated basic clouds and the 
operations of clouds. In the next subsection, the cognitive 
cloud model-based operators are designed to fuse infor-
mation from multiple dimensions.
2.3. Cognitive cloud model-based operators
In this section, the weighted cloud model-based arith-
metic and geometric operators are presented for ag-
gregating multiple dimensional information, which are 
shown as:
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where: 0,1 , 1,2, ,iw i n∈ =     and the weights are nor-
malized as 1 1
n
ii w= =∑ .
The weighted operators are calculated by the operations 
of cognitive cloud models, i.e., ( ), ,C Ex En Heλ× = λ λ λ , 
( )2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2, ,C C Ex Ex En Ex En Ex Ex He Ex He× = × + +  
and ( )1 1, ,C Ex Ex En Ex Heλ λ λ− λ−= λ λ . Hence, the 
aggregated results by the WCA  and WCG  operators 
are also a cloud. Compared with the previous cloud 
model-related operators proposed in Peng et al. (2018), 
less uncertainty are produced by the WCA  and WCG  
operators.
In the process of capturing natural language by cogni-
tive linguistic cloud models, generating basic clouds with 
different granularities of linguistic term sets is the prelimi-
nary step, which was addressed in Section 2.1. Based on 
the established basic units, certain or uncertain linguistic 
terms can be represented based on the operations of cor-
responding clouds, which was justified in Section 2.2. If 
the evaluation language comes from multiple dimensions, 
the weighted cloud model-based operators given in Sec-
tion 2.3 can fuse information into one dimension.
3. Case study: investment decision analysis of 
international megaprojects
This section gives a case study about the investment de-
cision analysis of international megaprojects by the pro-
posed cognitive cloud models. Further, we will compare 
the presented model with other similar models to show 
its advantages.
3.1. Case description
The McKinsey Global Institute (Woetzel et al., 2016) es-
timated that, during the time period from 2013 to 2030, 
about 4% of total global gross domestic product (3.4 US 
dollars trillion / year) will be served for large-scale pro-
jects. Megaprojects are usually accompanied with a large 
amount of committed investment, long-lasting impact on 
economy, environment and society (Flyvbjerg, 2011, 2014; 
Brookes & Locatelli, 2015). Investigating megaprojects is a 
continuing concern within the research area of economy. 
Boateng et al. (2015) analyzed the risks in megaprojects 
using the analytical network process from the multiple 
criteria perspective. He et  al. (2015) measured the con-
struction complexity of megaprojects from technological, 
organizational, goal, environmental, cultural and informa-
tion aspects with fuzzy numbers. Chapman (2016) studied 
the inherent multiple dimensions and complexity within 
the framework of megaprojects. Lin et al. (2017) presented 
the indicator system for evaluating the social responsibil-
ity of megaprojects at different organizational levels.
Moreover, any definition of megaprojects contains big 
business, which is less influenced by the economy recession. 
In some situations, the investment of megaprojects may be 
stimulated by the economy downturn, such as 2008 finan-
cial crisis (Flyvbjerg, 2014). In this way, the construction 
of megaprojects usually contributes to the development of 
economy. However, the required amount of investment in 
megaprojects is large. Hence, understanding the complex-
ity of a megaproject and then smartly investing are signifi-
cantly important from the aspect of limited resources. To 
this end, Flyvbjerg (2014) provided an overview about the 
knowledge and reasons for investing megaprojects.
In this paper, we take four sublimes of megaprojects 
as four criteria related to the investment decision analy-
sis. Moreover, the social responsibility of megaprojects is 
adopted as the fifth criterion (Zeng et al., 2015; Ma et al., 
2017; Lin et  al., 2017). The detailed criteria and related 
descriptions are tabulated in Table 2.
Based on the above five criteria in the investment deci-
sion analysis of international megaprojects, we adopt the 
five typical megaprojects in Flyvbjerg (2011) as alterna-
tives for this study. The five alternatives and related natural 
evaluation language on the nine-valued linguistic term set 
are listed in Table 3.
Based on the obtained evaluations of the alternatives 
on each criterion, below we solve this investment decision 
problem by the proposed cognitive cloud models.
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3.2. Solving the problem by cognitive cloud models
As the evaluations are given on the nine-valued linguistic 
term set, nine basic clouds are generated by the person-
alized semantics as presented in Section 2.1 and visually 
shown in Figure 4. Next, we transform the evaluations 
into clouds based on the operations of clouds and the 
representation techniques. The transformed clouds of al-
ternatives are listed in Table 4.
After obtaining the cloud expressions of alternatives’ 
performances, we need to aggregate the clouds on five di-
Table 2. Five criteria in investment decision analysis of international megaprojects
Criteria Descriptions
c1, Technological Engineers and experts in technologies are extremely excited for pushing forward “international-longest-
highest-fastest” types of projects
c2, Political Politicians from contained countries or regions benefit from establishing monuments in international 
megaprojects, and the visibility from the public and the media
c3, Economic A lot of money and job opportunities can be earned by businessmen and trade unions; such as contractors, 
consultants, bankers, construction and transportation workers, lawyers and developers
c4, Aesthetic The public gains happiness from the construction and use of large, symbolic and beautiful designs
c5, Social 
responsibility
Polices and practices of stakeholders’ responsibility for wider social welfare in the life cycle of international 
megaprojects
Table 3. Evaluation language of five typical megaprojects on five criteria
Alternatives c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
x1 Large-scale 
hydropower projects
Good Between slightly 
good and good
Good (60%) and 
very good (40%)
Very good Good (40%) and 
very good (20%)
x2 High speed 
railways
Good (40%) and 
very good (20%)
Fair (70%) and 
slightly good (20%)






Between good and 
very good
Slightly poor (50%) 
and fair (40%)
Between fair and 
slightly good
Good (30%) and 
very good (50%)
Between fair and 
slightly good
x4 Gas pipeline 
projects
Fair (50%) and 
slightly good (30%)
Fair Poor (30%) and 
slightly poor (60%)






Poor (20%) and 
slightly poor (60%)
Between good and 
very good
Good (80%) and 
very good (10%)
Fair
Table 4. The alternatives’ performances in forms of clouds
Alternatives/Criteria c1 c2 c3
x1 Large-scale hydropower projects (4.5824, 0.1969, 0.0128) (3.8449, 0.1871, 0.0172) (7.5820, 0.2882, 0.0266)
x2 High speed railways (7.5820, 0.2882, 0.0266) (4.5406, 0.1794, 0.0129) (5.4176, 0.1969, 0.0128)
x3 Expressway networks (6.9015, 0.3554, 0.0328) (6.3684, 0.2257, 0.0208) (7.4459, 0.2800, 0.0258)
x4 Gas pipeline projects (7.4459, 0.2043, 0.0188) 5.7506, 0.2065, 0.0057) (8.2626, 0.4537, 0.0418)
x5 Long-span bridges (5.3341, 0.1671, 0.0081) (5.0000, 0.2784, 0.0000) (3.7915, 0.1995, 0.0184)
Alternatives/Criteria c4 c5 Overall clouds
x1 Large-scale hydropower projects (7.1057, 0.2894, 0.0267) (5.0000, 0.2784, 0.0000) (5.6230, 0.1128, 0.0087)
x2 High speed railways (7.7181, 0.2572, 0.0237) (5.4176, 0.1969, 0.0128) (6.1352, 0.1018, 0.0084)
x3 Expressway networks (8.2626, 0.4537, 0.0418) (7.4459, 0.2043, 0.0188) (7.2849, 0.1419, 0.0131)
x4 Gas pipeline projects (7.5820, 0.2882, 0.0266) (4.5824, 0.1969, 0.0128) (5.9633, 0.1214, 0.0089)
x5 Long-span bridges (8.2626, 0.4537, 0.0418) (7.1057, 0.2894, 0.0267) (5.8988, 0.1319, 0.0107)
mensions by the proposed weighted cloud model-based 
arithmetic operator WCA. The last column in Table 4 shows 
the five overall clouds of the alternatives produced by the 
normal cloud generator, which is illustrated in Figure 8.
In Figure 8, the blue snow symbols are possible cloud 
drops of the third alternative’s performance cloud. We can 
observe that the investment ranking result of the alter-
natives is 3 2 4 5 1x x x x x> > > > , which implies that the 
expressway networks > high speed railways > gas pipeline 
projects > long-span bridges > large-scale hydropower 
projects, where “>” refers “prior to”.
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3.3. Comparative analyses
This section compares the results deduced by other models 
with the one derived in Section 3.2 from three aspects, i.e., 
basic clouds generation, natural evaluation language expres-
sion in clouds, and multiple-dimensional clouds aggregation.
1. As for the basic clouds’ generation, this paper takes 
the personalized semantics into consideration instead 
of the fixed golden ratio value. The expectation values 
can be determined by three types of linguistic scale 
functions. For the values of entropy and hyper en-
tropy, the differences between the expectations of ad-
jacent linguistic terms are considered rather than the 
maximal adjacent difference among the whole clouds. 
This reduces the uncertainty and ensures the smaller 
values of entropy and hyper entropy, which can be 
visually demonstrated by the less overlaps of clouds.
2. Expressing natural evaluation language can be di-
vided into two scenarios: the certain evaluation lan-
guage representation and the uncertain evaluation 
language representation. As for the former case, the 
generated basic clouds are useful tools. With respect 
to the latter case, this paper models the uncertain 
evaluation language in the forms of hesitant fuzzy 
linguistic term sets and probabilistic linguistic term 
sets. In particular, the ignorance of probability is 
accepted in this study compared with Peng et  al. 
(2018) which gave a strict restriction that the sum 
of probabilities of linguistic terms should be equal 
to one.
3. From the information fusion process of cognitive 
clouds, different operators based on the operations 
of clouds are presented. Compared with the previ-
ous research in Peng et al. (2018), the uncertainty 
measures would not enlarge too much by our aggre-
gation operators. If we assume that the incomplete 
probabilistic linguistic term sets can be replenished 
by the envelope of related linguistic terms, then five 
clouds with larger uncertainty can be obtained by 
the operator in Peng et al. (2018). The larger uncer-
tainty can be observed by the overlaps in Figure 9.






















Figure 8. The overall clouds of five alternatives






















Figure 9. Five clouds calculated by previous operations
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In conclusion, the cognitive cloud model proposed has 
the advantages in modeling natural evaluation languages 
and fusing multiple language evaluations. It controls the 
original uncertainty in the computation process without en-
larging the uncertain part in the entropy and hyper entropy.
Conclusions
To invest international megaprojects with natural evalu-
ation languages, this paper presented a cognitive cloud 
model to capture information modeled as hesitant fuzzy 
linguistic term sets and probabilistic linguistic term sets. 
The cognitive cloud model generated basic clouds on a 
linguistic term set by considering the personalized seman-
tics and the granularity of a linguistic term set at the same 
time. Based on the basic clouds, the cognitive linguistic 
evaluation information can be modeled by hesitant fuzzy 
linguistic clouds and probabilistic linguistic clouds. The 
former was a special case of the latter with no ignorance 
and equal probability for each linguistic term. With re-
spect to the computation process of clouds, two weighted 
cloud model-based operators were proposed from the 
arithmetic and geometric aspects. A case study regarding 
the investment decision analysis of international megapro-
jects was implemented to show the application and advan-
tage of the presented cognitive cloud model.
In this paper, the probabilistic linguistic information 
can be viewed as the payoff value of the expert if (s)he 
chooses the specific alternative on the criterion in one 
time. This can be regarded as the game between the ex-
pert and the nature (Wu & Seidmann, 2018). In the future, 
the matrix games with hybrid strategies using clouds may 
be interesting research topics with challenges. The main 
disadvantage of the proposed cognitive linguistic cloud 
model is the determination of the hyper parameters in the 
personalized linguistic scale function. We will consider to 
adopt machine learning and data mining techniques to 
analysis the personalities of decision-makers based on the 
available information.
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